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Abstract 

The visibility of flaws and image quality indicators (IQI) by human operators is discussed for comparison of film 

radiography (RT-F) to digital radiography (RT-D). Many parameters influence the sensitivity of digital radio-

graphs, but only three are essential for the achievable contrast sensitivity. These essential parameters are the 

basic spatial resolution (SRb
image), the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and the specific contrast (µeff). The equiva-

lent penetrameter sensitivity (EPS), which corresponds to the contrast sensitivity of plate hole IQIs as defined by 

ASTM E 1025, can be calculated, if the essential parameters are known. The related studies were performed with 

Computed Radiography (CR) and Digital Detector Arrays (DDA) in comparison to digitized film radiographs. 

Radiography with DDAs can achieve typically much better IQI visibility than RT-F and CR, even at short expo-

sure time. The results of measurements are presented and recommendations for exposure conditions are con-

cluded for a standard practice. Compensation principles are derived from the three essential parameters.  

 

Keywords: Digital radiology, computed radiography, digital detector arrays, standards, essential parameters, 

image quality, basic spatial resolution, specific contrast, signal to noise ratio, contrast sensitivity 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The visibility of flaws and image quality indicators (IQI) by human operators has been discussed 

for film radiography (RT-F) over decades. If operators follow the current standards on film radi-

ography and use the recommended NDT films and exposure conditions the achievable contrast 

sensitivity is in the order of 1-5% of the penetrated material thickness. In the last 15 years film 

replacement has been discussed in analogy to the success story of digital photography. The image 

quality in digital industrial radiology (DIR) depends on the exposure conditions and the properties 

of the digital detectors. Operators need rules and reliable parameters for detector selection and 

correct exposure conditions. Many parameters influence the result of digital radiographs, but only 

three are essential for the achievable contrast sensitivity. These essential parameters are the basic 

spatial resolution, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio and the specific contrast. The equivalent penetrame-

ter sensitivity (EPS), which corresponds to the contrast sensitivity of plate hole IQIs as defined by 

ASTM E 746, E 1025 and E 1742, can be calculated, if the essential parameters are known. The 

same approach can also be applied to predict the visibility of wire IQIs. The related studies were 

performed with Computed Radiography (CR) and Digital Detector Arrays (DDA) in comparison 

to digitized film radiographs. Computed radiographs, taken with imaging plates, achieve similar 

IQI visibility than film radiographs. In many cases they achieve only the performance of class “A” 

(basic) as defined in the standard ISO/FDIS 17636-2 and fulfil completely the requirements of 

ASME BPVC section V article 2. Radiography with DDAs can achieve typically much better IQI 

visibility than RT-F and CR, even at short exposure time. The achievable contrast sensitivity is 

limited by the fixed pattern noise of imaging plates and the calibration procedure for DDAs. The 

results of measurements are presented and recommendations for exposure conditions are con-

cluded. The new draft ISO/FDIS 17636-2 describes the practice for digital radiography with CR 

and DDAs and defines requirements for detector selection. It considers first time compensation 

principles, derived from the three essential parameters. Considering the optimum exposure condi-
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tions, digital radiography can be applied to a broad range of X-ray applications, including inspec-

tion of pipeline welds, castings, electronic assemblies, wheels, rails, aerospace, bridges and many 

other industrial uses for technical, environmental, safety and economic advantages.  
 

 

2. Differences and similarities between digital radiology and film radi-

ography 
 

Since CR and digital radiography with DDAs have been applied more and more in NDT, opera-

tors realise that similarities and differences to the classical film radiography have to be consid-

ered. The most important similarities and differences are: 

 

� The optical impression of digital radiographic images is not different from film images in its 

structure (if no digital image processing is applied, except brightness and contrast control). 

� RT-trained personal can interpret digital images in analogy to film. 

• Significant differences have to be considered in the exposure conditions [xx] 

 DDAs have to be calibrated carefully to equalize the differences between the char-

acteristics of the different detector elements. 

 The calibration conditions of DDAs determine the achievable contrast sensitivity, 

which is typically better than the one of X-ray film and CR.  

 The contrast sensitivity CS of well calibrated DDAs improves with the exposure 

time and/or dose due to the better quantum statistics (CS ~ 1/sqrt(exposure time ▪ 
dose power).  

 Imaging plates are characterised by an inherent structural noise pattern due to the 

manufacturing process, which limits the achievable contrast sensitivity.  

 The contrast sensitivity CS in CR improves with exposure time, up to a certain 

level at which CS cannot be improved by longer exposure time and/or higher dose 

power.  

 Most digital detectors are characterized by a significantly higher inherent un-

sharpness than X-ray film. This has to be considered for the exposure setup. 

 New standard practices have been developed for digital radiology in NDT [yy].  

• Digital images need a computer and monitor for image presentation and may be altered by 

specialized image processing. 

� A basic training in image processing is essential to avoid miss interpretation. 

� Quantitative assessment of flaw sizes is improved by digital measurement tools but the results 

may differ from those ones of film interpretation. 

� New electronic reference catalogues may support the correct image assessment, since dialog 

images and production radiography may be viewed with same image processing procedures. 

 

3. Image quality parameters in digital radiography 

3.1 Measurement of sensitivity with classical Image Quality Indicators (IQI)  
 

The sensitivity of radiographs is typically evaluated by image quality indicators (IQI).  European 

users apply mostly wire IQIs, or in some areas step hole IQIs (see EN 462 and the equivalent ISO 

19232) with 1T holes (1T- hole diameter corresponds to 1x thickness). US standards as ASME 

(BPVC Section V, Article 2) require typically plate hole IQIs, but permit also wire IQIs. The plate 

hole IQI design is described in ASTM E 1025 and E 1742. In both cases the standards require a 



material thickness contrast sensitivity (CS) which improves with increasing material thickness 

(see Fig. 1).  

 

Figure 1.   Wall thickness resolution of wire and (1T) step hole IQIs (EN 462-3) in comparison to 

ASME BPVC Section V Article 2 and ASTM E 1742 (ASME and ASTM requirements 

are converted to 1T sensitivity values) 

 

The required thickness sensitivity is similar in the ASME BPVC Section V, Article 2 and CEN 

462-3, testing class A. Only some ASTM standards as e.g. ASTM E 1742 and ASTM E 2104 re-

quire a thickness sensitivity of 2% of the material thickness (2-2T). Since the IQIs could not be 

manufactured in the past with very small holes, the required hole diameter d does not change be-

low d = 0.5 mm for a 2T hole. The consequence is that the plate hole IQIs (2-2T sensitivity) show 

for inspections below 12 mm (1/2”) a sensitivity which corresponds to the one of EN 462-3, class 

B. At higher material thickness the ASTM sensitivity stays behind the requirements of the other 

standards (see Fig. 1). This makes it difficult to compare the sensitivity of radiographs and the 

corresponding probability of detection internationally.  

 

ASTM E 1025 (plate hole IQIs) and ASTM E 747 (wires) define the thickness contrast sensitivity 

quantitatively as EPS (equivalent penetrameter sensitivity). The EPS value is defined for hole type 

IQIs in ASTM E 1025 by  

 

  	 % 	 ∙
    (1) 

With 

EPS   - equivalent penetrameter sensitivity in % of material thickness 

tmaterial   - thickness of penetrated material 

TIQI  - thickness of IQI 

dhole  - diameter of IQI hole 

 

The EPS value is a reference for the 2T hole visibility. The consequence is that the European per-

centages, which are related to 1T holes have to be converted by square root of 2 (= 1.414). Two 
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percent EPS means 2.8 % wall thickness contrast, if the 1T hole shall be visible instead of the 2T 

hole (see also Fig. 1).  

 

The quantitative measurement of the EPS is based on the operator based visibility of the hole type 

IQIs at the radiographic image, depending on the IQI thickness and hole diameter. The visual 

evaluation depends on the (subjective) individual operator and the results scatter. In digital radiol-

ogy the viewing of images is performed on a monitor, instead on a light viewing box. This may 

change the result of visual evaluation of the image quality. In order to quantify the EPS by objec-

tive measurements the influencing parameters were investigated. Therefore, the essential parame-

ters for the visual perception were analyzed, based on classical film data as documented in the 

standards EN 462-3, ASME S. V A.2 and ASTM E 1742. Since the visibility of flaws depends on 

its shape, the following investigations are limited to the visibility of standardized IQIs only. The 

required IQI visibility in relation the material thickness as percent of material thickness is shown 

in figure 1. All values were plotted in a double logarithmic graph for linearization and fitted with 

exponential functions. The step hole and plate hole IQI requirements can be fitted with a square 

root function. The wire requirements do fit with a 100.4 function as shown in figure 1.  

 

The calculation for prediction of the IQIs is based on the following concept, which was first pub-

lished by Rose [1-4] and be improved later [4-5]. The visibility of small indications (typically 

smaller than 8 mm) in a distance of about 30 cm, which is the classical film viewing approach, 

depends on its thickness and its lateral area in the image. The lateral area is distorted by the image 

noise. The scene brightness depends on the square root of the area, normalized to the effective 

pixel size (basic spatial resolution SRb).  

 

The perception threshold PT for the visibility of holes of thin plates on a thick test plate in a radi-

ograph by operators is calculated as follows [see also 6 - 8]: 
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PTh - perception threshold for visibility of holes 

µ - effective attenuation coefficient 

S - signal intensity or grey value as measured in the image in the neighborhood of the hole 

 - standard deviation of the signal or grey values in the neighborhood of the hole to detect 

SRb
image – basic spatial resolution, measured in the radiographic image (see ASTM E 2446 for CR 

or ASTM E 2597 for DDAs).  

 

Finally the contrast sensitivity CS in % of the material thickness is calculated for 1T holes with 

the same hole diameter than its material thickness by [see also 9-12]:  
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SNR - signal to noise ratio (see [10, 13, 14]) 

ttestplate - thickness of test plate of penetrated material to inspect 

 

PTh’ has been determined by different groups of operators at BAM [xx]. PTh’ is determined to 

2.8▪100% within 10% accuracy [13,14] 

 



 Figure 1 shows that most standards (except ASTM 1742) require since decades for the contrast 

sensitivity a square root function in relation to the material thickness for the required plate hole 

and step hole contrast sensitivity. SNR is kept constant in classical radiography, if using the same 

film system and optical density. ISO 11699-1 and ASTM E 1815 define the gradient over granu-

larity performance of film systems at the fixed optical density of 2 (above fog and base). The gra-

dient over granularity ratio is directly proportional to the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and this 

means that the same film system at an optical density of 2 will always provide the same SNR. 

Consequently the new standard practice ISO/DIS 17636-2 requires for equivalent performance of 

digital systems a minimum normalized SNR limit. Parameters, which change with material thick-

ness, are SRb, which is about ½ of the geometrical unsharpness in film radiography, and µ, the 

attenuation coefficient, which depends on the selected kV of the radiation source. If the geometric 

unsharpness (ug  ½ SRb being proportional to ttestplate at constant source detector distance) is con-

sidered as the dominating effect in eq. (3) and it is assumed as being proportional to the material 

thickness, ttestplate. The contrast sensitivity is changing consequently by a square root function as 

shown in figure 1. ISO/DIS 17636-1 recommends the increase (adaptation) of kV with increasing 

material thickness, which reduces the attenuation coefficient. The standards ISO 17636-1 and -2 

limit the increase of the geometrical unsharpness by a function, which is ug ~ t1/3
testplate.   This 

compensates about for changes in µ. Finally the required material contrast sensitivity fits well 

with the square root of the material thickness, if measured with hole type IQIs.   

 

The situation is more complicated for wire IQIs. The PTw is different and is based on the follow-

ing equation, considering the same concept as applied for eq. (3): 
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F - form factor considering the round shape of the wire 

l - effective length of the wire 

  

ASTM E 747 provides values for F and l for film radiography, with F = 0.7 and l = 7.6 mm. l is 

assumed to be constant, if the wire length is longer than 7.6 mm. Longer wires will not be seen 

better, since the human eyes cannot integrate the scene brightness over the longer length at given 

observer distance and viewing conditions.  

 

Finally the contrast sensitivity CS in % of the material thickness is calculated for constant l by:  
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The comparison of eq. (2) with eq. (4) explains the differences between wire and hole plate IQI 

visibility and the corresponding contrast sensitivity as seen in figure 1. For 1T holes the percep-

tion threshold for plate hole IQIs with 1T holes is proportional to d2
hole and for wires the percep-

tion threshold is proportional to d1.5
wire. That means, if CS is proportional to d, then the hole con-

trast sensitivity is calculated from the CSwire for holes by  

 

              CShole = k ▪ (CSwire)
3/4     (6) 

 

k - ASTM E 747 gives values for l and F, and consequently k is calculated as k  1.5. 

 

The exponents as given in figure 1, for the required wire contrast sensitivity are about 0.4. The 

expected value from equation (6) would be 0.38 (75% of exponent 0.5), which is close to the val-



ue of 0.4 as shown in figure 1, and this demonstrates the consistency of the CS values in the stan-

dard requirements for wire IQIs and hole type IQIs.    

 

3.2 The essential parameters for digital radiology 

 
From the equations above (3-6) it can be derived that the following essential parameters are con-

trolling the contrast sensitivity and therefore the visibility of IQIs in a digital grey level image:  

 

- Basic spatial resolution (SRb) 

- Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

- Relative specific contrast (µ), which is the effective attenuation coefficient (includes 

scatter effects) 

 

Viewing conditions, as monitor brightness, and pixel size, were found as being important parame-

ters too, but they influence the visibility of IQIs significantly less than the essential parameters 

listed above.  

  

If the essential parameters of the digital image are known, the visibility of the smallest IQI ele-

ment of wire or plate hole IQIs can be numerically predicted.  

 

The prediction of the IQI sensitivity is based on an integrated scene brightness concept of a detec-

tion camera or human eye as published for camera systems in the 40ies [1-3]. The concept has 

been improved over the years [4, 5], but the basic concept derived from photon statistics is still 

valid.  

 

3.2.1 Basic spatial resolution (SRb) 
 

SRb or SRb
detector is considered as basic spatial resolution of the detector (effective detector pixel 

size, magnification = 1), measured with the duplex wire IQI directly on the detector (see also 

ASTM E 2597, E 2445, E 2446). It is ½ of the unsharpness value as defined in ASTM E 2002, 

ISO 19232-5 and EN 462-5. SRb
image

 is considered as the basic spatial image resolution, measured 

with the duplex wire IQI ( ASTM E 2002, EN 462-5, ISO 19232-5) on the source side of the ob-

ject in the digital image with magnification and unsharpness contributions from the object, which 

is also a source of scattered radiation. SRb
detector is determined by the type and construction of the 

used detector and the used scanner for film digitization and CR.  

 

3.2.2 Signal to noise ratio (SNR) 
 
The definition and measurement of SNR in digital images is described in the publications [10 - 

12] and the standards EN 14784-2, ISO 16371-1, ASTM E 2046 and ASTM E 2597. It was found 

that the measured SNR values of NDT Imaging Plates are strictly correlated to the grey values, 

independently on the exposure radiation energy in a range of tube potentials of 40 kV to 600 kV 

[6 - 8]. This effect simplifies the design of exposure charts for CR imaging plate systems, based 

on grey value vs. mA▪minutes graphs for different kVs at given SDD [14].  

 

X-ray films and imaging plates are limited by a structural fixed pattern due to its crystalline struc-

ture, which contributes to the noise of the digital images (e.g. digitized film). This effect limits the 

best achievable contrast sensitivity of CR systems.  DDAs can be properly calibrated reaching 

more than 100 times higher SNR than CR and film systems. This can provide up to 10 times bet-

ter CS if no additional noise is generated from inhomogeneities of the test objects as e.g. by mot-

tling or rough surfaces [9, 15].  

 



3.2.3 Relative specific contrast  
 
The contrast and relative specific contrast Cr specific for very small defects and IQIs is derived from 

the attenuation law. The following approximations are used for the equations above 

 

 ∙ ∙ ∆       (7) 

 Cr specific = µ      (8) 

 

The contrast is derived from the effective attenuation coefficient. The increase of the tube voltage 

decreases the contrast and it increases the tube photon output. The µ values can be taken from the 

NIST internet page [16]. The effective attenuation coefficient considers the buildup factor, which 

increases dominantly with the wall thickness for steel and X-rays. The X-ray energy is of less 

importance for the steel buildup factor.  

 

3.3 Compensation principles 
 

DDAs have typically a basic spatial resolution which is significantly higher than the one of X-ray 

films. It was proven in [9, 15] that the high SNR performance of DDAs can be used to compen-

sate the lack of sharpness in comparison to film and CR. It can be derived from eq. (3) and (5) that 

the increase in SNR compensates for higher SRb values of fast detectors.  This effect has been 

considered as compensation principle II in the ISO/DIS 17636-2. The tables B.13 and B.14 in this 

standard define the SRb requirements for NDT – DDAs depending on the material thickness for 

system selection [17].  

 

If the radiation energy is increased by selection of a higher tube kV value than permitted by 

ISO/DIS 17636-1 for film, DDA users can compensate the loss of CS by higher SNR due to the 

improved photon statistics [9, 15, 17]. Equations (3) and (5) show the quantitative context. This 

compensation effect has been considered in ISO/DIS 17636-2 as compensation principle I. It per-

mits to increase the tube voltage above the limit values for film radiography and to compensate by 

the increased SNR, provided the required IQI sensitivity is achieved. This contributes significant-

ly to the improved efficiency of the practice with DDAs.  

 

4. Qualification of digital detectors 
 

First of all the visibility of details should be measured for comparison of the derived equations. To 

validate the calculation formulas, the visibility limits were measured with the EPS approach by 

human operators and measurement of the essential parameters. The EPS method is described in 

ASTM E 746 and ASTM E 1735. Plates of different thickness with holes of different diameters 

were positioned on a 19 mm plate (3/4”) of a given material. The experiments were performed 

with mild steel plates and the EPS hole plates of the same material. Additionally, a 1 mm steel 

plate was positioned besides the EPS plates as well as a wire set and a duplex wire IQI (ASTM E 

2002, EN 462-5, ISO 19232-5). The experiments were carried out at 200 kV and at a source de-

tector distance SDD > 1 m, with small and large focus selection [13, 14]. The goal of the experi-

ments was  

 

- Determination of the PT value for hole type IQIs, 

- Classification of the maximum performance of CR systems with different imaging plate 

types by EPS and SNR measurements,  

- Development of exposure charts and 

- Verification of the minimum requirements for the standard practices of ISO/DIS 17636-2, 

ASTM E 2033, and ASTM E 2698 (for DDAs). 

 



The verification of equations (1) – (3) has been finalized for different CR systems [6, 7, 13, 14] as 

precondition for the revision of a new classification standard for CR systems. Several hundred 

digital radiographs were taken with the EPS plates for steel and variation of the exposure condi-

tion and IP plates. The determination of the PT values is based on the visual evaluation of 5 inde-

pendent operators of different age, but trained in image processing and image viewing. PT’h has 

been measured as mentioned above with PT’h CS = 2.8▪100% and for the calculation of the EPS 

value of ASTM E 1025 and ASTM E 1742 the PT’h EPS = 2▪100%.  

 

One of the most frequently asked questions is related to the design of the exposure chart for a CR 

application. Exposure charts are not described in any standards yet. Typically the manufacturer 

provides the charts for the customer. This is state of the art for X-ray films. CR and DDA systems 

are often specified in relation to an exposure chart of a special film system. The manufacturer 

recommends calculating the exposure time for his CR system in % of a Film XYZ system expo-

sure chart (XYZ is typically a commercial film brand name of a large manufacturer). This is not 

advisable, since the correct procedure should be done in dependence on the measurement of the 

parameters SRb and SNRN vs. exposure dose. A description of the measurement, design and appli-

cation of exposure charts is given in [13, 14]. The exposure chart is based on the effect that the 

SNR is strictly correlated with the grey values in CR. Due to the deviation from photon statistics 

(distortion by fixed pattern noise), CR systems require always different exposure values in refer-

ence to NDT X-ray films for class A and B and different IP types, scanners and scanner settings 

(See also WCNDT 2012, Durban, preconference workshop).  

 

The classification of CR systems is based on the achieved SNR and exposure time (ISO speed) 

and the measured basic spatial resolution. In the mean time, all available NDT CR systems exceed 

the required SNR values (SNRN > 130 for best IP class) of ASTM E 2446, ISO 16371-1 and EN 

14784-1. New limits are in discussion for a new classification standard at ASTM and CEN. CR 

systems shall be classified in future by the maximum achievable SNR, which depends on the 

manufacture process and the inherent fixed pattern structure. Additionally, the corresponding best 

achievable EPS value and the working range as grey level limit will be determined. This is rec-

ommended for the revision of ASTM E 2446, CEN 14784-1 and ISO 16371-1.  

 

The exposure chart for DDAs is more complicated because it depends on the calibration proce-

dure and the ratio between frame time, frame rate and calibration exposure time. The different 

companies provide quite different calibration procedures which make the comparison difficult. No 

further conclusion can be drawn yet for DDA exposure requirements except exceeding a mini-

mum normalized SNR value as it is defined in ISO/DIS 17636-2. The characterization of DDAs is 

also based on CS measurements, which is described in ASTM E 2597.  

 

The standard practice ISO/DIS 17636-2 requires exceeding minimum normalized SNRN values in 

digital radiographs. SNRN is defined as follows: 

 

 
∙ . 	

     (8) 

 

This is the consequence of the content of equations (3) and (5). The operator has to achieve a min-

imum SNRN. He can influence now the CS by the selected kV which is similar to the film radio-

graphic procedure.  

 

5. Conclusions 
 

International standards for film radiography were analyzed to determine the required contrast sen-

sitivity as shown in figure 1. Most standards provide contrast sensitivity requirements by IQI visi-

bility values. ASME Sec. V Art. 2, EN 462-3, ISO 19232-3 and ISO/DIS 17636-1 and -2 provide 



tables with requires minimum visibility values for hole type and wire type IQIs. The values for the 

hole type IQIs decrease (become better) with the square root of the material thickness.  

 

The conversion formula for hole type IQI requirements to wire IQI requirements could be derived. 

The hole CSh can be calculated from the wire CSw by CSh = k CSw
3/4. This fits to the wire CS data 

of figure 1. 

 

The equations, derived for the contrast sensitivity, prove that a compensation of higher image 

unsharpness can be achieved by increased SNR. Furthermore, an increase of efficiency can be 

achieved by selecting a higher tube voltage for inspection with DDAs in comparison to film radi-

ography, if the SNR is increased. The compensation principles [16] could be introduced into 

ISO/DIS 17636-2. 

 

The measured strict correlation of SNR values vs. grey values in CR permits a new concept for 

generation of exposure diagrams, based on required minimum grey levels as defined in ISO/DIS 

17636-2. The experiments confirm the concept of SNRN limits for digital radiography as consi-

dered in ISO/DIS 17636-2.   

 

The performance of CR systems is limited by its fixed pattern structure, which generates image 

noise in digital radiography. The corresponding maximum achievable SNR, SNRN and the 

achievable EPS are proposed as new additional classification criteria for CR systems.  
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